
 
 
 

Technical sheet 
 

 
 
 
This technical sheet will be adapted to your location and your equipment by us. To do 
so, please send us the technical sheet of your place. Do not hesitate to contact us for 
any information or possibility of adaptation. 

1. Cie. NOWhere Circus "ETC .... »Acrobatics, Theater and Dance Show 

 Author and interpreter: Charly Barbier / Samantha Vila 
 Contact nowhere.circus@gmail.com 
 
2. Presentation Aesthetic and inventive; subtle, and participative "Travelogue" brings 
you into a poetic universe for a great dive towards your own consciousness through 
the sharing of a true adventure. 
There is the possibility to present several versions of this show, depending on the 
technical conditions, the budget and the type of audience. 
 
Minimum dimensions required: 6mx6m 
Height: Ideally 5 to 6m minimum, but an adaptation is possible. 
Logistics: 1 to 2 people traveling from the south of France. 

mailto:nowhere.circus@gmail.com


There is possibility of meetings with the public 
The floor must be flat and smooth as far as possible (floor, dance floor, etc ...) 
bitumen or in the grass.  
Technical staff for the day: 1 stage manager in case of light provided by the place of 
reception 
 
Course and team: Depending on the time of the journey, the arrival may be the 
morning of the day of the performance or the evening before.  Planning: If possible, 
assembly and warming up 50min + Representation 40min + 20min disassembly. 
These schedules serve as examples and will vary according to availability of the time 
and place of representation.  
 
Contact: Charly Barbier: / Samantha Vila : nowhere.circus@gmail.com 
+33 (0) 6 41 34 83 49 
 
You will find details of the company profile, images and videos at: 
www.nowherecircus.com 
 
3 The team of "ETC .... Charly Barbier: Author interpreter adventurer-ninja, shares 
his professional life between stage and nature. Self-taught juggler and dancer-
acrobat formed by the circus school of Amiens metropolis. His style mixes juggling, 
dance, acrobatics and martial arts. 
 
Samantha Vila: author interpreter / exotic character, Brazilian origin. Her formation 
includes the national circus school of Brazil as well as the circus school of Geneva, 
Theater-Cirqule. She performs in streets festivals and public spaces for 5 years. 
Polyglot (fluent in Portuguese, French, English and Spanish) although communicates 
universally by movement. Flyer, acrobat, dancer, biker, improvised actress ... 
General specialist. 
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